1. INTRODUCTION

Our country has a demographic advantage of having largest youth population in the country. Integration of skills within the higher education holds the key to reaping the demographic dividend. Realizing the importance of skilled-based programmes in the Universities, University Grants Commission has made it clear in its guidelines for B.Voc “The higher education system has to incorporate the requirements of various industries in its curriculum, in an innovative and flexible manner while developing a holistic and well-groomed graduate”. Mobilization of the students for entrepreneurial careers, enhancing their entrepreneurial skills are the new tasks of the Universities.

In order to address these issues in a collective manner, the University started different B.Voc programmes designed on the lines of the National Skill Qualification Framework (NSQF) of Ministry Skill Development emphasizing on skill-based education in consultation with National Skills Development Corporation (NSDC).

With an objective to provide, judicious mix of skills related to a profession and appropriate contents of general education, so that the students are work ready for any job or for entrepreneurship at each exit point of the
programme, the curriculum in different semesters would be a suitable mix of Academics consisting of theory classes and practical labs. Skill education would be imparted to the student by way of On the Job Training [OJT] or paid internship at the premises of the industry partner enabling the student to learn the latest trends in the industry and thus be gainfully employed at the end of the program.

**Demonstrable Benefits of the model of B.Voc program are:**

- An access to employment that provides an opportunity for academic advancement after 10+2.

- Skill enhancement that leads to finding suitable job opportunities to improve the social status of the family.

- Provides desired skilled manpower to Industries, improving productivity and civic participation.

- Productively engaging youths who are unable to find better career path.

**Benefit to students:**

- University framed comprehensive curriculum to provide high degree of employability & creation of skilled technical hands.

- Companies get time to evaluate the performance of students for future absorption of trainees in their organisation. [22 to 30 months]

- Confidence buildup and ability to analyse and evaluate one’s own interest and capabilities to enable them to choose their profession of interest

- Additional qualification earned while you learn.

**Benefit to the Industry partner would be:**

- Curriculum design in close interaction and needs of the industry

- Comprehensive curriculum to provide high degree of employability & creation of skilled technical hands.

- Industry gets time to evaluate the performance of students for future absorption of trainees in their organisation.

- A huge talent pool of skilled manpower for the industry
• MoU between University and Industry for providing On-the-Job Training [OJT] helps them in CSR activities also

Total Credits: Each semester will be of 30 credits and thus 180 credits will be required for completion of the degree over a period of three years.

University started following courses from July 2017-
2. B. Voc(Automotive manufacturing and assembly) – OJT at Ashok Leyland
4. B.Sc (Cloud Computing)- OJT by redinnovators.com/Bhumi IT
5. B. Sc (Cyber Security) – OJT by redinnovators.com/Bhumi IT
6. B. Sc (Internet of Things) - OJT by redinnovators.com/Bhumi IT
7. B.Sc (Biofuels) - OJT by redinnovators.com/Bhumi IT

University proposes to start following skill development courses from the academic session 2018-19-
1. B.Sc(Robotics) – In collaboration with Karmaa Labs, Bangalore
2. B.Sc (Multimedia, animation and Graphics Design)
3. B.Sc (Sugar Cane processing)
4. B.Voc (Mobile accessories Designing)
5. B.Voc (Airport Management)
6. One year diploma in English Proficiency, Skill enhancement and personality polishing

JUSTIFICATION FOR STARTING NEW COURSES

1. B. Sc. (Robotics)
   (a Scientific Approach in New Age Automation Technology) Offered in this University in association with Karmaa Lab Private Limited, Bangalore
Why this course is required?

Robot is a machine that may gather information about its environment and use that information to perform a series of desired task. This is performed by a pre-programmed instruction set. In a world rapidly advancing towards automation and intelligent machines, Robotics is an essential topic to achieve some of the niche job prospects available in the current scenario. If one looks closely enough, robots are everywhere in their day to day life, such as the robotic arm of a computed tomography (CT) scanner, the moving bed of the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) machine, self-driving automobiles, automated drones for security and surveillance, robotic arms in assembly line production, and so on and so forth. However, the image we generally have of robotics is of Terminator or iRobot, the movies image has portrayed in our minds. Robots are rapidly transforming the way we live and work, and will have even more revolutionary impact in the years ahead. In this B.Sc. Robotics course, students will learn the mathematical concepts and the programming tools to design, build and program robots that solve industry-relevant, real-world problems. From self-driving cars to industrial robots working alongside humans, to robot swarms supporting search and rescue operations, this course will help them to develop the critical thinking and technical skills necessary to generate new solutions to pressing problems. It is important to understand that as intelligent machines progress so does the need of complex robots will increase. This is because, as intelligent systems will be able to process more information rapidly, the speed of command and requirement of complicated tasks will increase as well. To meet such demand people with expertise in the specific field of robotics will become highly demanded. A course in the robotics has to be such, which carefully articulates the necessary skills needed for this trade while carefully scrutinizing any non-essential topics. In each course, students will face a series of week-long challenges based on state-of-the-art research currently underway at the world renowned laboratories and at industry level. Through these challenges, they will refine their understanding of core concepts and prove their abilities in the lucrative field of robotics.

Job outlook:

- The average yearly growth of the robotics industry is 9% and career opportunities for highly trained roboticists continue to rise. (source: A Roadmap for US Robotics, 2016)
Skills such as MATLAB and machine learning are listed as having a considerable impact on the salary of a robotics engineer. (source: PayScale)
Career opportunities include robotics, computer vision, embedded systems and autonomous vehicle engineer.
The average salary of a robotics engineer was $82,000 in 2016. (source: PayScale)

What students will learn:
- How to solve fundamental problems in robotics by applying mathematical concepts
- The visual intelligence that allows robots to explore complex environments
- How to create smarter robots by applying machine-learning concepts
- How to design intelligent controls for robotics
- How bio-inspired robots navigate in unstructured environments
- How will robots help in agricultural sector OJT (On the Job - Practical Training)

One of the key features of this course is to impart real life practical training among students. In the field of robotics, the hands-on plays very important role and hence there has been provision in the course duration such that students exposed to practical aspects of robotics during their entire duration of B. Sc. Degree with OJT which include multiple activities like workshops, seminars, guest lectures, industry visits, and industry training at on-off campus scenarios. The various aspect concerning to OJT like, duration, time, fee structure, stipend will be decided in due course of time during the tenure of course along with industry demands and notified through appropriate channels.

Why Karmaa Lab?
With this course objective kept in mind Karmaa lab, has come up with a very carefully planned curriculum, with highest focus to the end objective of training the youth in a complex yet very essential trade of Robot development. This is to be performed with very specific theoretical topics going hand in hand with experimental exposure, as developing robots is not a theoretical endeavor. Karmaa lab provides the experience of IIT groomed professionals to overlook the curriculum and its execution at the very course level. It ensures that the curriculum meets present day needs and the students are well versed with the real time challenges robotics designer around the globe face.
2. **B.Sc (Multimedia, animation and Graphics Design)**

   It’s a new age degree course, which will focus on the study of computer languages, computer graphics and the dynamics of moving images. In this course, students will be given theory classes and required on hands mathematical and technical training to develop basic skills in designing, VFX, animation, multimedia, interactive applications and publications.

   By pursuing this course, students will not only learn the meaning of visual communication, but shall also be able to explore a field that is essential in today’s information rich world. They will also learn to design for print and the web with practical. They will also be involved time-based art of moving images by making live actions or animated films based on rich cultural heritage of Uttarakhand, which will open new vistas of interest for study of unexplored treasures of the state in the field of folk, performing art, traditional knowledge system and traditions. The Curriculum is designed to transform aspiring students into skilled professionals in Graphics Design, Animation and multimedia.

   **Job fields and employment areas for the students-**

   - 3 D modeler
   - Compositor
   - Digital artist
   - Flash designer
   - Game designer
   - Graphic designing
   - Story board artist
   - Texturing artist
   - Web designing
3. **B.Sc (Sugar Cane processing)**

   This course has been designed to bridge the gap between industry and academia, as on one hand, the sugar industry is facing great challenge of recruiting eligible graduates and under graduates as executives in the different departments of sugar industry due to lack of knowledge and skills of the industry and on other hand pass out graduates from different universities are not able to get suitable job for them. By pursuing this course students will be employed in the sugar cane refineries as supervisors.

   The students shall be given hands on training at the refineries on different stages of sugar production. Prominent stages will be as under-
   
   - Removal of the thin coat of molasses and residual matter from the sugar crystals which will be accomplished by blending the raw sugar in a hot syrup and then spinning off the dark brown syrup (molasses) from the sugar in high speed centrifugals.
   - To dissolve the crystals in water.
   - Filtering through a mechanical ‘strainer’ to remove large particles
   - Clarification for the removal of suspended solids and colour
   - Drying in a drum and storing in silos
   - Cane sugar refining of By-products

4. **B.Sc (Designing of Mobile accessories)**

   Mobiles have become one of the most common and important thing that we use in our daily life routine. In the present time, smart phone users demand more and more functionalities in their device so that they can avail the advantages of advanced functionalities with their smart phones. Accessories are the best way to enhance the mobile functionalities.
The increase in mobile traffic has made mobile user experience one of the most important factors in the success of a product and it means that the skills involved are essential for designers, marketers and developers if they want to keep up with times.

University is starting a new course on designing of mobile accessories with an emphasis on mobile usability best practices. Emphasis shall be on designing of headphones, earphones, chargers, data cables etc. by covering following main topics-

- Design methodology
- Materials and production process
- Consumer behavior
- Market Dynamics Trend
- Forecast interpretations
- Business practices
- Project management in the field of Headphones, earphones etc.

University has identified RISUN (India) Electronics Pvt. Ltd, Noida, Uttara Pradesh as its training partner where the students will get Hands on Training by working in the industry with the chance of being absorbed after the successful training.

Before sending the students to industry, the students will be given input on following theoretical aspects-

- Mobile and its accessories
- About headphones and its types
- Functionality of headphones
- Merits and demerits of headphone uses
- Electronics instruments used in headphones
5. B.Voc (Airport Management)

This course has been designed in collaboration with Avlon Academy Dehradun with an aim to prepare students for airport industry so that they can assume managerial and administrative roles in the airport/aviation sector. With the recent expansion of the airlines industry, both domestically and internationally, the personnel needed for its smooth operation has increased too and for addressing such areas as airport safety and security, technicalities, finances etc. During this course students will learn about airport planning, airport security, aerodrome works etc. In general it can be said that students will be trained in such a manner that they are ready to ensure that flight operations run smoothly, passengers receive quality service, flights take off and land timely, security is maintained and commercial operations like duty free shopping at airports and airport retail return a good profit.

Students will earn degree with Industry Work Experience. One more feature of this program is that this program shall cover four industries i.e. Aviation, Hospitality, Tourism and Retail. These four industries are growing rapidly and requiring more skilled manpower than any other industries. Student’s OJT will be
at Airport, Hotels, Travel agencies and Retail Outlets at Airport. Student will also get stipend at the time of OJT.

**Job prospects:**

After successful completion of program students can work at various departments of Airport, Airlines, VIP Lounges, Food Courts, Hotels, Retail Outlets at Airport, online Reservation Department, Ticketing Department, Travel agencies etc.

6. **One year diploma in English Proficiency, Skill enhancement and personality polishing**

In partnership with In-Me academy, run by professionals from King’s college London and Oxford University, URU introduces One Year Diploma in English Proficiency, Skill Enhancement and Personality Polishing. These diplomas serve as a complete qualification and cater to individuals 10+2 and above, across all streams of education.

Supervised by Prof. Harsh V Pant, Professor King’s College London (google Harsh V Pant), this programme is aimed at bringing national and international exposure to Uttarakhand and enhancing skills of youth joining the job market by offering HOLISTIC PERSONALITY POLISHING. Individuals to get skilled in English, Personality Development, Interview Techniques, basic Computer applications and Aptitude tests for various competitive exams on one hand and earn a UGC approved diploma on the other.

Course Highlights: Speaking English Professionally-In person, online and on the phone by enhancing vocabulary, phonetics and pronunciation, grammar and sentence structure, Verbal and Non-verbal skills, GD, Public speaking and presentation, Listening skills, Non-verbal communication, Corporate mannerisms and etiquettes, motivation building, Interview preparation, CV, Covering letter, Body language, FAQ’s, Mock interviews, Role plays; Quantitative aptitude, Logical reasoning, General Awareness, basic Computer proficiency, Meditation-Mindfulness and Journaling interwoven for wholesome positive personality development and creative expression.

On completion of the course individuals will: Speak decent English fluently, Master telephonic mannerisms, Write letters and emails using professional English, Possess Global people handling skills, Be ready to face the real life Pre-interview
aptitude tests and final interview and GD, Be skilled to clear various competitive exams in Banking sector, CDS, Police, Government jobs, Possess a UGC approved renowned University diploma (individual focus on physical exams as required)

Who can apply: Individuals (Minimum qualification: 10+2 pass), Homemakers, Working professionals wanting to speak and write professional English, IAS aspirants seeking Aptitude Skills, English proficiency and Personality development; 10+2 passouts, Master's degree holder, Graduate planning to appear in various competitive exams; Btech, MBA students due to clear aptitude test and final interviews.

For this year seats are Limited and admission will happen on first come first serve basis. For details, students may also contact Prof. Harsh Pant, 8375038980, inme.develop@gmail.com

Duration of the Course (For B.Voc)

The course duration for B.Voc will be 3 years, i.e. 6 semesters with a flexibility of exit after successful completion of 2nd and 4th semesters. Diploma/Advance Diploma will be awarded to the learner after successful completion of 2nd and 4th semesters respectively, as per following progression chart-

For B.Sc in all branches- Three years

2. Admission Procedure-
Admissions can be taken by registering online or by submission of application forms at the place mentioned in the advertisement; however the application form can be downloaded from the University website from 25.6.18upto10.7.18 from the university websites- www.urualmora.org, www.uru.ac.in

Online Registration

Candidates seeking admission to the different B.Voc/ B.Sc programmes are required to sign up at http://admission.urualmora.org from 25.6.18upto10.7.18by adopting following procedure-

- As a first time user, candidate shall create the login details by entering the details in “New User Signup”
- In the “New User Signup”, candidate shall provide the name, email-id, which would be used for any future communication with the University for Admission Purpose.
- Candidate shall then create a password (of minimum six characters) for online registration purpose. This password does not need to be same as candidate’s email account password, which is used to access one’s email account.
- Candidate shall also provide a valid mobile phone number (10 digit number without any prefix).
- On completion of this process a verification email will be sent on candidate’s email account with a confirmation link, which a candidate shall have to click to verify the e-mail ID and confirm the registration. Please note that this email account is same as the one provided by the Candidate under point (ii) above.
- Applicant shall now log on to the admission portal to fill the online registration form. In the “Registered User Login” section applicant shall enter “registered email-id” as username and the “password”, which the applicant created in point (ii) above. The same login information is used every time to login to the applicant’s account.
- In the applicant’s home area, the applicant shall now start with the online filling of the registration form.
- Candidate can apply for more than one course by selecting multiple choices in the check boxes.
- Compulsory fields have been marked by the * symbol.
- Applicant shall also provide the Academic details.
- In the Mandatory Upload section, the applicant has to upload the following items:
  a) Passport size photograph of the applicant.
  c) Self attested copy of Class X Board Certificate (for the date of birth)
  d) Self attested Class XII Marks-Sheet, if result is announced. (In case Mark-Sheet is not issued by the Board then the self attested copy of the Mark-Sheet downloaded from the respective boards’ website should be uploaded).
  e) Self attested copy of SC/ST/OBC(Non creamy layer)/ ff /women/handicapped or other categories to whom reservation is admissible as per orders of the Sate Government of Uttarakhand) Self attested copy of income (for OBC non-creamy layer) Certificate, if applicable.
- The University will accept self-attested copies of documents / papers provided by the students. It is made clear that if any false attestation / falsified records are detected, the student will be debarred from attending any course in the University / or its Colleges for next five years and in addition, a criminal case ff /women/handicapped or other categories to whom reservation is admissible as per orders of the Sate Government of Uttarakhand)under relevant sections of IPC (viz. 470,471,474 etc.) will be instituted against him/her.
- All the entries should be saved by clicking at the “Save” button at the bottom of the page. He/She can take the print out of the page for corrections, if any. The entries if needed can be edited by clicking on “Edit” button until he/she is finally registered which can be done by clicking at the “Register now” button.

Aspiring candidates can also seek admissions by filling up the admission form, available at the office of Uttarakhand Residential University, Pandekhol, Almora and then depositing the fee online at all branches of SBI.

3. Documents required at the time of Admission
The applicants shall be required to produce following documents in original with two sets of self-attested photocopies at the time of admission on the dates to be notified later:

1. Printed copy of the online registration form/filled in application form (for offline candidates)
2. Class X Board Examination Certificate
3. Class X Marks-Sheet
4. Class XII Marks-Sheet
5. Class XII Provisional Certificate / Original Certificate
6. Character Certificate (recent)
7. Transfer Certificate and/ or Migration certificate from school / college
8. SC/ST/OBC (Non creamy layer certificate)/ ff /women/handicapped or other categories to whom reservation is admissible as per orders of the State Government of Uttarakhand)
9. At least six passport size self-attested photographs.
10. Adhar card.

The University will accept self-attested copies of documents / papers provided by the students. It is made clear that if any false attestation / falsified records are detected, the student will be debarred from attending any course in the University / or its Colleges for next five years and in addition, a criminal case under relevant sections of IPC (viz. 470,471,474 etc.) will be instituted against him/her.

4. Venue for submitting the application forms-

Uttarakhand Residential University Office
Lower Mall Road,
Pandekhola,
ALMORA (Uttarakhand) 263601
In case of any query can contact at landlineno:05962-233145

5. Reservations and Relaxations

As per policy of the State Government of Uttarakhand

Maintenance of discipline among Students of the University
All powers relating to discipline and disciplinary action are vested in the Vice–Chancellor/statutory authority of the University.

2. The Vice-Chancellor may delegate all or such powers as he/she deems proper to the Proctor and to such other persons as he/she may specify in this behalf.

3. Without prejudice to the generality of power to enforce discipline under the Ordinance the following shall amount to acts of gross indiscipline:
   - Physical assault, or threat to use physical force, against any member of the teaching and non-teaching staff of any Institution / Department and against any student within the Uttarakhand Residential University Almora or its campus and residential area for students and faculty.
   - Carrying of, use of or threat to use of any weapons
   - Any violation of the provisions of the Civil Rights Protection Act, 1976 (d) Violation of the status, dignity and honour of students belonging to the scheduled castes, schedule tribes or any other category
   - Any practice-whether verbal or otherwise-derogatory of women
   - Any attempt at bribing or corruption in any manner
   - Willful destruction of institutional property
   - Creating ill-will or intolerance on religious or communal grounds
   - Causing disruption in any manner of the academic functioning of the University system;

4. Without prejudice to the generality of his/her powers relating to the maintenance of discipline and taking such action in the interest of maintaining discipline as may seem to him/her appropriate, the Vice-Chancellor, may in the exercise of his/her powers aforesaid order or direct that any student or students –
   - be expelled; or
   - be, for a stated period rusticated; or
   - be not for a stated period, admitted to a course or courses of study in a College, Department or Institution of the University; or
   - be fined with a sum of rupees that may be specified; or
   - be debarred from taking a University or College or Departmental Examination or Examinations for one or more years; or that the result of the student or students concerned in
the Examination or Examinations in which he/she or they have appeared be cancelled.

5. Different Departments may exercise their authority through, or delegate authority to such of the teachers in their Colleges, Institutions or Departments as they may specify for these purposes.

6. Without prejudice to the powers of the Vice-Chancellor and the Proctor as aforesaid, detailed rules of discipline and proper conduct shall be framed. These rules may be supplemented, where necessary, by the Deans of Faculties and Heads of Teaching Departments of the University. Each student shall be expected to provide himself/herself with a copy of these rules. At the time of admission, every student shall be required to sign a declaration that on admission he/she submits himself/herself to the disciplinary jurisdiction of the Vice-Chancellor and several authorities of the University who may be vested with the authority to exercise discipline under the Acts, the Statutes, the Ordinances and the rules that have been framed therein by the University.

**Prohibition and Punishment for Ragging**

Ragging in any form is strictly prohibited, within the premises of College/Department or Institution and any part of the University system as well as on public transport.

1. Any individual or collective act or practice of ragging constitutes gross indiscipline and shall be dealt with under this Ordinance.

2. Ragging for the purposes of this Ordinance, ordinarily means any act, conduct or practice by which dominant power or status of senior students is brought to bear on students freshly enrolled or students who are in any way considered junior or inferior by other students; and includes individual or collective acts or practices which
   - Involve physical assault or threat to use of physical force.
   - Violate the status, dignity and honour of women students.
• Violate the status, dignity and honour of students belonging to the scheduled caste and tribe.
• Expose students to ridicule and contempt and affect their self-esteem.
• Entail verbal abuse and aggression, indecent gestures and obscene behavior.

3. The Principal of a College, the Head of the Department or an Institution, the authorities of College, or University Hostel or Halls of Residence shall take immediate action on any information of the occurrence of ragging.

4. Notwithstanding anything in Clause (4) above, the Proctor or the authority designated by the Vice-Chancellor may also suo-moto enquire into any incident of ragging and make a report to the Vice-Chancellor of the identity of those who have engaged in ragging and the nature of the incident.

5. The Proctor or the authority nominated by the Vice-Chancellor, may also submit an initial report establishing the identity of the perpetrators of ragging and the nature of the ragging incident.

6. If the Head of the Department or Dean of the Faculty or the Proctor or the competent authority is satisfied that for some reason, to be recorded in writing, it is not reasonably practical to hold such an enquiry, he/ she may so advise the Vice-Chancellor accordingly.

7. When the Vice-Chancellor is satisfied that it is not expedient to hold such an enquiry, his / her decision shall be final.

8. On the receipt of a report under Clause (5) or (6) or a determination by the relevant authority under clause (7) disclosing the occurrence of ragging incidents described in Clause 3(a), (b) and (c), the Vice-Chancellor shall direct or order rustication of a student or students for a specific number of years.

9. The Vice-chancellor may in other cases of ragging order or direct that any student or students be expelled or be not for a stated period, admitted to a course of study in a college, departmental examination for one or more years or that the results of the student or students concerned in the examination or examinations in which they appeared be cancelled.

10. In case any students who have obtained degrees or diplomas of Uttarakhand residential University (URU) are found guilty;
under this Ordinance, appropriate action will be taken under Statute 15 for withdrawal of degrees or diploma conferred by the University.

11. For the purpose of this Ordinance, abetment to ragging whether by way of any act, practice or incitement of ragging will also amount to ragging.

12. All Institutions within the URU system shall be obligated to carry out instructions/ directions issued under this Ordinance, and to give aid assistance to the Vice-Chancellor to achieve the effective implementation of the Ordinance.

Note: Order of the Vice-Chancellor in pursuance of Ordinance 6.2

Where incident(s) of ragging are reported to the Vice-Chancellor by any authority under this Ordinance, the student(s) involved in ragging, shall be expelled for a specified term, designated in the order. Non-students involved in reports of ragging will be proceeded with under the criminal law of India; they will also be rendered ineligible for a period of five years from seeking enrolment in any of the institutions of Uttarakhand Residential University (URU). Students against whom necessary action is taken under this note, will be given post decisional hearing, with strict adherence to the rules of natural justice.

The Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 2013 (MINISTRY OF LAW AND JUSTICE)

An Act to provide protection against sexual harassment of women at work place and for the prevention and redressal of complaints of sexual harassment and for matters connected there with incidental thereto.

WHEREAS sexual harassment results in violation of the fundamental rights of a woman to equality under articles 14 and 15 of the Constitution of India and her right to life and to live with dignity under article 21 of the Constitution and right to practice any profession or to carry on any occupation, trade or business which includes a right to a safe environment free from sexual harassment;

AND WHEREAS the protection against sexual harassment and the right to work with dignity are universally recognized human rights by international conventions and instruments such as Convention on the Elimination of all forms of discrimination against Women, which has been ratified on the 25th June, 1993 by the Government of India.
AND WHEREAS it is expedient to make provisions for giving effect to the said Convention for protection of women against sexual harassment at workplace. For details, please see the website


Attendance Requirements

Every candidate will be required to attend a minimum of 75% lectures delivered to that class in each paper as well as 75% of the laboratory work, seminars etc. separately. To be eligible to appear in the semester examination a candidate must have obtained in the internal examination at least 25% marks in each paper; 33% marks in the aggregate in all theory/practical papers of the semester. The Progress and performance of the student should be satisfactory during “On the Job Training” (OJT).

Course Fee to be paid by a candidate -

The tuition fee for the programs will be Rs 15,000.00 per semester with 10% increase per year. Thus the tuition fee for 2018-19(first batch) would be payable as follows;

Year –I Rs 15,000.00 per semester
Year –II Rs 16,500.00 per semester
Year –I II Rs 18,000.00 per semester

Note: Reserved category and BPL candidates-A fee reduction of 25% shall be admissible to the above fee.

Semester fee with examination fee:

Odd semester: Last date for depositing fee-First Monday of August
Even semester: Last date for depositing fee- First Monday of January

************************************************